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THE DAY HOSPITAL MOVEMENT IN GREAT BRITAIN. By James Farndalc,
B.Com., F.H.A., M.R.S.H., Barrister-at-Law. (Pp. 430. 84s.) Oxford: Pergamon Press,
1961.
DAY hospitals have their traditional origins in Montreal and London in the year 1946. Sincc
then, in the words of the author of this book, "They have grown up like mushrooms," so
that at the time of his writing there were sixty-five such centres in the United Kingdom.
James Farndale has produced a work of referencc on the subject and it is the more
cnjoyable for being read in this way. That it is pedantically detailed and somewhat repetitivc
is a criticism which is less valid if the book is read as a source of reference or even as a
bedside book rather than from cover to cover.
Although a -great deal of the book concerns psychiatric day hospitals and day centres,
there is also some account of geriatric day hospitals and day centres, medical and industrial
rehabilitation day centres, and day centres for handicapped persons run by welfare authorities.
Day centres for the mentally sub-normal have been excluded, as they number some 350, and
have a history dating back to 1914, but several day hospitals for the sub-normal are described.
The book is divided into two parts:-
Part one is a report on the special features and problems of day hospital administration,
and includes chapters on costs, transport, drugs, and catering. The administrative aspects are
stressed, and these sections will appeal only to those actively involved in either existing or
projected day hospital schemes. However, the earlier chapters in part one do give a more
general account and survey of the existing day hospitals and day centres, and these chapters
should be of value to any person, whether administrator or clinician, who is interested in
the possibilities of carrying treatmcnt and after-care out of the in-patient hospital and into
the community.
Part two consists of dctailed dcscriptions of each day hospital visited by the author, and
as much of the information appears to have been supplied by the hospitals concerned these
accounts include details of treatment programmes and some of the clinical aspects of day
care. This section could be regarded as a "guide to day hospitals," and even includes a map
showing the position of each centre, the number of places provided, and the type of patient
admitted. Each description is available from Pergamon Press in reprint form.
The author is not a medical practitioner but a senior administrator at the Bethlem and
Maudsley Hospital, seconded as an Honorary Research Fellow to the University of Manchester
for a two-year period in 1958 and 1959 for the purposc of carrying out this survey. He
has produced a work which is primarily an administrator's hand-book of day hospitals but
which has in it something of interest to clinicians, especially those in the psychiatric and
geriatric fields of medicine. The clinician interested in community care projects must of
necessity concern himself with some of the administrative problems involved. A chapter
devoted to "Transport and Ambulances" at first sight appears singularly lacking in interest,
but if community care programmes are ever to be seriously considered for Northern Ireland
as a whole rather than merely for Belfast and, perhaps, Londonderry, then such a subject
is of the utmost practical importance.
The book is handsomely bound, is printed on high quality gloss paper, and contains
numerous photographs. There is a useful bibliographly and a good index. R. W. W.
NEW SOVIET SURGICAL APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS AND THEIR
APPLICATION. Edited by M. G. Anan'yev. (Pp. ix + 222. 80s.) London: Pergamon
Press, 1961.
THIS is a most extraordinary book describinlg in minute detail how a Russiani scientific
research institute for experimcntal surgical apparatus invented surgical instruments. Instruments
seem to have been invented for everv known operationi and the majority of them seem to
be so complex that it would need a qualified engineer to know how to use them. It is
difficult to see how this book could contribute to normal everyday surgery. H.C.D.
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